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DISPOSITION: STIPULATION ADOPTED

I. INTRODUCTION

The Cline Butte Utility Company (CBUC or the Company) filed its
application on March 6, 2008, requesting an annual increase in its water rates of
$122,766, an increase of 16 percent. CBUC is located within the Eagle Crest Resort in
Redmond, Oregon. The Company provides water and wastewater services to
approximately 1,482 customers (residential, commercial, non-golf irrigation, and golf
irrigation).1

CBUC is an affiliated company of Eagle Crest, Inc. (Eagle Crest). Eagle
Crest provides office space to CBUC, as well as the following services: customer
communications, management, finance, accounting and tax, legal and regulatory, office
services, purchasing services, risk management, information systems support, corporate
services and miscellaneous services. An affiliated interest contract between CBUC and
Eagle Crest was approved by the Commission on August 23, 2002, in Order No. 02-581.

A prehearing conference was held on April 17, 2008, at the Eagle Crest
Resort in Redmond, Oregon. The only parties to appear at the prehearing conference
were the Public Utility Commission Staff of Oregon (Staff) and the Company. No
petitions to intervene were filed.

On June 11, 2008, CBUC and Staff submitted a stipulation, settling all
issues between them. In supporting testimony Staff explains and defends the stipulation.
The stipulation is attached as Appendix A.

II. STIPULATION

A. In General

The parties stipulated to an increase of revenue of 15.8 percent, compared
to the 16 percent requested by the Company. In dollar terms, the amount of the rate
increase is shown as $131,294, which is about $8,500 more than the Company requested.

1 CBUC’s wastewater service is outside the scope of this commission’s jurisdiction.
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Because a rate increase greater (in dollar terms) than the amount requested is an anomaly,
we explain the primary factors that contributed to this result.

In its review of the Company’s finances, Staff determined that the
Company’s test year revenues did not include $41,071 in revenues from fees associated
with Backflow Testing. According to Staff, backflow services are an above-the-line
utility activity and the revenues should be included in the test year forecast. This
adjustment increased the forecast of revenues at current rates from $787,676 (per the
application) to $828,747 (as shown in Staff’s testimony).

While Staff proposed numerous adjustments to the Company’s test year
operating expenses, these were not material factors contributing to the anomaly. The
material adjustments were both downward (to Plant in Service and Accumulated
Depreciation) and upward (federal and state income taxes and rate of return). The net
result of the various adjustments is the stipulated test year revenue requirement of
$960,041, an increase of 15.8 percent above the (adjusted) current revenues of $828,747.

In its application the Company included no allowance for federal and state
income taxes. We consider such an omission to be an inadvertent error. The amount of
taxes to be included in rates is determined by the other values adopted for revenues and
expenses. It does not require independent judgment.

With regard to rate of return, the stipulated return on equity (ROE) is less
than the Commission’s nominal standard 10 percent return. The Staff witness states that
the stipulated rate of return – 6.42 percent – is “the maximum level” to be set “while
remaining within the Company’s application and notice to customers.”

Whether the Commission may approve a rate increase that exceeds the
amount requested by the Company is an issue that arises occasionally in water cases,
where the applicants typically are not sophisticated practitioners of ratemaking. In
Order No. 02-446 (likewise involving CBUC) we held that the upper limit of any rate
increase is defined by the overall percentage amount stated by the Company in its
notice to its customers. In this case, the overall amount of the stipulated increase – 15.8
percent – is within the bounds of the Company’s rate filing (16 percent). We entertain
the stipulation on its merits.

B. Revenues

As noted above, Staff found that the Company had not included revenues
of $41,071 attributable to Backflow Testing. The parties stipulate to the inclusion of
these revenues in the test year results.

The Backflow Testing is provided pursuant to CBUC’s tariff Schedule 7.
The revenues are attributable to utility services and should be included in test year
results.

C. Federal and State Taxes
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In its testimony Staff reports that CBUC did not include amounts for state
and federal taxes in its test year revenue deductions. Staff calculated test year taxes and
added the amounts to the Company’s test year results. The amounts to be recovered are
$107,414 (federal) and $23,215 (state).

As noted above, we consider the Company’s failure to include federal and
state taxes to be inadvertent. In their stipulation, the parties properly include federal and
state taxes as revenue deductions.

D. Test Year Expenses

Staff proposed numerous adjustments to the Company’s operating
expenses. Each of the adjustments is explained in Staff’s testimony. The stipulation
incorporates Staff’s adjustments.

Because the Company provides both regulated (water) service and
unregulated (wastewater service) some of its costs must be allocated between the two
lines of business. Staff reviewed the Company’s time evaluation records and determined
that wage related expenses claimed by CBUC for water service should be adjusted
downward – from 60/40 to about 55/45. However, the amount of salaries and wages
included in the test year forecast increases by $55,351, because the previous allocation
factor of these costs to the water business was only 25 percent.

To allocate common expenses that are not wage related, CBUC proposed
to allocate 60 percent of the costs to water. Staff developed a three-factor allocation that
applied equal weightings to water and wastewater test year Net Plant, Revenues and
Income, and proposed about a 51/49 split. The net effect of other adjustments to
operating expenses is a reduction of about $25,000.

E. Plant in Service

Based on its review of Company materials, Staff determined that total
Plant in Service should be $6,601,501, an increase of $12,743 above the amount reported
by CBUC. Staff also determined that only some of the plant is presently used and useful.
Staff proposed an “excess capacity adjustment,” based on the number of lots completed,
versus the number of lots platted. The resulting adjustment is $1,324,134, reducing the
amount of used and useful Plant in Service to $5,277,367.

Staff calculated the amount of Accumulated Depreciation, based on
Average Service Lives, a method developed by the National Association of Regulatory
Utility Commissioners. Staff’s calculation is $1,129,810, compared to the Company’s
calculation of $2,261,425.

Staff’s values of $5,277,367 for Plant in Service and $1,129,810 for
Accumulated Depreciation yield the amount of $4,147,557 for plant in rate base. In their
stipulation, the parties adopt Staff’s calculations.
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F. Rate of Return

In its application, CBUC proposed a 2.5 percent rate of return. Staff
proposed a 6.42 percent rate of return. In their stipulation the parties adopt Staff’s
proposed rate of return.

In its testimony Staff indicates that the Commission has adopted a
10 percent ROE in recent water cases. Because CBUC’s capital structure is heavily
weighted toward equity (80.9 percent), using the 10 percent value for ROE would result
in a rate of return of 9.24 percent.

Staff indicates that the return of 6.42 percent was derived as the
“maximum value” that could be adopted within the parameters of the proposed
16 percent rate increase. The resulting ROE is about 6.5 percent.

As discussed above, we determined that the limiting factor for the amount
of the rate increase is the overall percentage increase amount reported by the Company in
its notice to its customers. We apply this rule in this case, where the allowed return on
equity is appreciably less than it might have been if the Company had been more
aggressive in its rate filing.

G. Revenue Spread

In their stipulation the parties agreed that CBUC’s revenue requirement
should be allocated as follows: $752,587 from residential, commercial, and non-golf
irrigation customers; $161,119 from golf irrigation customers; $1,964 through a special
contract with Eagle Crest Management Association; and $44,370 through fees for testing
backflow prevention devices.

Staff reports that it had been concerned that CBUC had understated golf-
irrigation test-year revenue. To verify the “correct” revenue allocation to golf irrigation,
Staff performed a cost-of-service analysis.

H. Rate Design

1. Residential, Commercial, and Non-Golf Irrigation

The parties agreed to split revenues 60/40 between base and commodity
charges. However, in designing actual rates, the parties made such adjustments as they
thought necessary to promote fairness.

According to Staff, from a cost-of-service perspective, there should be no
differences in the water commodity rates for these customers because they all use potable
water – from the same wells, same mains and same service lines. Accordingly, the
parties stipulated to a single commodity rate of $1.24 per 100 cf. for residential and
commercial customers.
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For residential customers the commodity rate had been $1.34 per 100 cf.
For commercial customers the rate had been $1.01 per 100 cf.

For non-golf irrigation the rate had been $0.25 per 100 cf. To avoid rate
shock the parties agreed to set the commodity rate at $0.52 per 100 cf.

In setting base rates Staff proposed using modified American Water
Works Association (AWWA) factors, based on cost of service. The effect of using the
AWWA factors is to increase the base rates to customers with larger meters. In this case,
again to avoid rate shock, Staff applied modified factors for larger meters. Staff further
adjusted the factors to account for differences in average consumption of residential
customers, relative to commercial customers.

Adoption of Staff’s method results in higher base rates for all customer
classes. For the smaller residential meters the impact is nominal. Combined with the
reduced commodity charge, the rate impact is an increase of about one percent for the
average customer. For larger meters the increase in base rates is more substantial,
resulting in greater rate impacts. The average bill increases range from 21 to 27 percent.

For commercial customers, both the base rate and the commodity rate
increase (to parity with residential customers). The resulting average rate impacts range
from 25 to 50 percent, depending on the size of the meters.

For non-golf irrigation customers the rate impacts are greatest, ranging
from 50 percent to nearly 100 percent. These increases reflect both the increase in the
base rate and the doubling of the commodity rate. The increased commodity rate is still
only about 40 percent of the commodity rate of the residential and commercial customers.

2. Golf Course Irrigation

In their stipulation the parties propose to increase the base rates, but to
leave the commodity rate at $0.21 per cf. The resulting average bill increases range from
5 to 15 percent.

III. DISCUSSION

There being no intervenors, the stipulation is supported by all active
parties. Staff’s testimony is thorough and fully explains the basis for its proposed rates.

As discussed above, the amount of increased revenue requested in the
application is less than the amount of the increase resulting from the stipulation,
expressed in dollar terms. However, the amount of the increase is less than the amount
requested, expressed in overall percentage terms.


































































